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Search4SobiPro
Search4SobiPro is a search module built specifically for
SobiPro and seamlessly integrates with SobiPro.
Search4SobiPro allows it self to be configured as a simple
search module or as an extended search module. As an
extended search module, it will allow visitors to search all
searchable fields and as a simple search module Search4SobiPro module can search across the general search
fields.
The search functionality it self, is passed on to the core
SobiPro extension, which allows users to make use of
the powerful search features of SobiPro that allows range
searches and multi-select searches. The search results are
displayed in the SobiPro results page it self, which further
allows admins to control the display of search results.
Main features of Search4SobiPro include:
• Search across all searchable fields.
• Control the fields to be displayed in search form.
• Display search results in Search4SobiPro.
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Installing Search4SobiPro
Search4SobiPro is installed as any other Joomla Module.
Unzip the package before installation to extract the user
manual and the installation package of the plugin.
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Configuring Search4SobiPro
Configuring Search4SobiPro consists of configuring the
following parameters of the module:
Module class suffix
CSS class suffix to be used by the module. Can be left
empty.
Section
Section in which the search should be performed. Similar
to the core Search4SobiPro functionality, it is not possible
to search across all sections.
Extended Search
Show extended search or not. If set to “Yes”, the module
will list all the fields which are marked as searchable in the
search form. If set to “No”, only a simple search form will
be shown.

field alias of a field.

If anything is specified in the Search Field box, only the
fields that are shown will be displayed. If the text specified
in the Search Fields box does not match a field alias, then
no fields will be displayed.

In the simple search form, the search will be performed
across the fields configured for “General” search.
Search Fields
Additionally configure the search fields that should be displayed in the search form.
If kept empty, all the fields that are marked as searchable in the particular category will be shown in the search
form. In addition to this, users can specify the field alias
of the fields that need to be displayed in the text area as a
comma-separated list.

ItemID
ItemID to be assigned to the search results page.

If any field is specified in this box, all the searchable fields
will be compared against this list to compare if it should
be displayed.
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Configuring language files
Search4SobiPro is built with multi-language support for
administration view. The module is shipped with the default support for en-GB (English - UK). Users can create
their own language files to support their native languages.
Language files for Search4SobiPro module is uploaded to
‘language’ folder of the main site under the sub-folder for
the relevant language (e.g. ‘language/en-GB’).
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kBanners4VM

Modules2Pages

kBanners4Joomla

kBanners4VM is the ultimate banner
management solution for Virtuemart
that allows users to set up HTML and
image banners for your Virtuemart eshop.

Modules2Pages is the ultimate module management solution for Joomla
that allows users to assign any module to any page.

kBanners4Joomla is the end-all of all
banner components for Joomla. Providing the same flexible interface of
kBanners4VM and kBanners4SOBI,
kBanners4Joomla allows users to target their banners based on conditional URL parameters.

kBanners4VM allows you to set up
banner groups and assign them to
Virtuemart categories allowing you
to target your advertiestments to the
correct audience.

Ideal for websites that use multipage components like Virtuemart ,
JomSocial, Commmunity Builder and
SOBI2.
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